INTRODUCTION
In recent years much effort has gone into the study of the speech of second language learners in different social contexts and into relating the variation in interlanguage phonology, morphology, and syntax observed in learners' speech to certain features of context. It has been established that much of the variation in learners' spoken language is rule governed and relates in a systematic way to contextual factors, including the particular task in which a learner is engaged, the interlocutor or interlocutors with whom a learner is interacting, the topic or theme that the learner is talking about, and the linguistic environment of the variable form. ' These studies of phonological, morphological, and syntactic variation in interlanguage speech lead us to expect that features of spoken interlanguage discourse may be similarly sensitive to the context in which the discourse is constructed and pioneering work in describing variation in interlanguage discourse has indicated that this is, indeed, the case (Takahashi, 1989; Woken & Swales, 1989; Zuengler, 1989a, b) . The present study contributes to this developing research tradition with an investigation of the possible influence on the discourse of oral proficiency interviews' of the four variables of ink rlocutor, theme, task, and gender.
In addition to the insights that it may bring into the structure of interlanguage discourse, the investigation of variation in oral proficiency interviews is also an important practical undertaking. As Douglas and Se linker (1985) and Tarone (1988) have pointed out, the abundant evidence linking interlanguage variation to features of the context in which it is elicited has important implications for the design of instruments that attempt to test and evaluate learner's proficiency in a second language. In evaluating learners' proficiency, developers and users of language tests in effect make generalizations from a sample of interlanguage elicited in one context to learners' performance in other and different contexts. What we now know about the systematic influence of context on learner's language may give us pause before we generalize from learners' performance elicited in one context ;to performance in others.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON DISCOURSE IN DYADIC INTERACTIONS
We propose to concentrate in this paper on describing three aspects of the discourse of oral proficiency discourse: interactional contingency, goal orientation, and dominance. These three aspects have been discussed at length in recent research on interactions between native and nonnative speakers of English (van Lier, 1989; Zuengler 1989a, b) . We choose these three aspects because they appear to be the most promising in elucidating the discourse structure of oral proficiency interviews and because they may help us to make a principled comparison between oral interviews and the discourse created in other forms of NS-NNS interactions.
Interactional Contingency
The discourse structure of oral proficiency interviews has been discussed in detail by van Lier (1989) , who underscores the differences between the discourse of oral interviews and conversation. From the theoretical perspective of conversation analysis, van Lier proposes a model of dyadic interaction based on the work of Jones and Gerard (1967) . This model describes dyadic interaction in terms of two dimensions: contingency and goal orientation. Contingency is the social determinant of the structure of interactions: that is, how participants react to each other, while goal orientation reflects the internal goals of each speaker separately.' The model promises to help in describing and explaining the dynamic structure of dyadic discourse since contingency and goal orientation may be seen as ways of describing local and global discourse dynamics. Contingency is a way of looking at the local dynamic of how participants create shared meanings in any one exchange, while goal orientation focuses on how those meanings evolve and change over longer stretches of discourse.
We have narrowed the social-psychological model of Jones and Gerard by defining contingency as a prpperty of sequences of speech between two interactants. In our version of the model, a contingent utterance is one in which the content and often the form of the utterance depend in some way on a previous utterance. When the utterance is contingent upon a previous utterance by the other participant, we describe the relationship between the two utterances as "reactiveness." The most obvious examples of reactively contingent utterances are adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 1978) such as questionanswer sequences and topic continuity across convers .,tional turns. However, contingency may also exist when conversational participants search for a mutually agreed meaning as in negotiation of meaning sequences (Hatch, 1983) or when superficially different topics are linked across turns by conversational implicature (Grice, 1989) . Cintingency is thus a property of adjacent turns in dialogue in which thft topic of the preceding turn is coreferential with the topic of the following turn, in the two special cases of negotiation of meaning and conversational implicature, coreference of topics in adjacent turns is established by recourse to an underlying and unstated proposition linking the two.
Goal Orientation
The other dimension of the Jones and Gerard model represents the speakers' attempt to realize certain internal goals or plans through the interaction. As Jones and Gerard (1967) point out, "although normaily these plans are vague and implicit, ... a plan tends to become quite prominent in awareness when important goals are at stake" (p. 506). In the context of linguistic interaction, goal orientation is evident in the discourse when topics persist over a large number of turns, or when a speaker returns to a topic raised earlier after a number of intervening turns on a different topic. Goal orientation is particularly evident in dyadic interactions in cases when one participant is following an agenda established in advance. In the oral proficiency interviews which form the object of the present study, this is evident when the native speaking examiner follows the procedure established for such interviews by the examination board. On the other hand, lack of goal orientation is evident in the iapid decay of topics over one or two turns.
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Jones and Gerard combine the two dimensions of contingency and goal orientation in four styles of dyadic interaction. Pseudocontingency is characterized by a high degree of goal orientation but little reactiveness, asymmetrical contingency is characterized by a high degree of goal orientation by one party and a high degree of reactiveness by the other party, reactive contingency is characterized by little goal orientation by either party but a high degree of reactiveness by both, and mutual contingency is identified as a high degree of goal orientation and reactiveness by both parties. These four styles are represented graphically in Figure 1 , in which solid arrows represent the predominant or major source of influence on each turn (R) by participant A or B and unfilled arrows represent the less important or minor source. The figure represents the flow of time from top to bottom, with A's turns on the left and B's turns on the right. In conducting the present study we have operationalized and refined the Jones and Gerard model with the aim of increasing our understanding of dyadic linguistic interaciion in generel :Ind the discourse which is constructed between native and nonnative speakers of English in oral proficiency interviews in particular.
Dominance
Absent from the work of Jones and Gerard is the variable of dominance, which has been shown by SLA researchers to be an important dimension of dyadic interaction. Dominance in dyadic conversational interaction may be defined as the tendency for one participant to control the discourse by various means, including holding the floor, initiating and terminating topics, and controlling the other participant's access to the floor by means of interruptions and questions. Conversational dominance by one participant in a dyad limits the other participant's right to speak. In research on NS-NNS interactions, dominance by either party has been shown to be a function of the linguistic proficiency of the NNS (Woken & Swales, 1989) , the relative expertise of the two participants in the subject-matter of the conversation (Woken & Swales, 1989; Zungler, 1989a) , and the gender of the participants (Leet-Pellegrini, 1980; Varonis & Gass. 1986 ).
To summarize this review of previous research into the discourse of NS-NNS dyadic interactions, we have seen that this may be characterized by three variables: (a) The semantic relation between one participant's utterance and the immediately preceding utterance by the other participant (in:eractional contingency); (b) The degree to which participants in an interaction are goal-oriented as indicated by the persiste ice of topics in the discourse; and
The degree to vhich either participant dominates the discourse by gaining, holding, or ceding the floor, and by controlling the other participant's access to the floor through questions and interruptions. The organization of discourse created in dyadic interaction is also related to the situational context of the interaction. Different conversational genres such as ritual interactiom, interviews, casual conversations, and serious negotiations may produce different structures of discourse. Similarly, the identities and roles of participants, as native or nonnative speakers, as experts or nonexperts, as men or women also affect the structure of the discourse. We turn now to discuss an empirical study of the discourse of one genre of NS-NNS interactionoral proficiency interviewsand how it relates to the factors we have outlined above.
THE DISCOURSE OF ORAL PROFICIENCY INTERVIEWS
The study that will be reported in the remainder of this paper is motivated by two concerns. The first aim of the study is to provide a description of the discourse bf oral proficiency interviews in terms of the three dimensions of discourse structure discussed aboveinteractional contingency, goal orientation, and dominance. This description will enable us to make a principled comparison between oral proficiency interview discourse and other genres of spoken NS-NNS interaction. In particular, we wish to compare the discourse constructed in oral proficiency interviews with conversational discourse constructed by native and nonnative speakers in non-interview situations. The second aim of the study is to relate variation in the structure of discourse in oral proficiency inmrviews to features of context. To this end, we will attempt to relate discourse structure to the task in which NS examiner and NNS candidate are engaged, to the theme or subject-matter of the interview, to individual differences among NS examiners, and to the gender of the examiner and candidate. If we understand which contextual factors contribute most to determining the structure of the interview, we may be able to use this information to design more valid instruments for assessing oral proficiency in the future.
Background to the Study Vie study is based on oral interviews of the First Certificate in English examination (FCE) of the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES). The FCE is administered in about 70 countries world wide and is taken by approximate':r 180,000 candidates each year. The present interview format was designed in 1984 and is overtly structured, involving three separate tasks to be performed in a fixed order (UCLES, 1982) . Different packs of thematically related materials are made available to examiners, who may choose which pack of materials to use for a given interview.
The interviews generally last 12-15 minutes. The interview format allows several combinations of candidates and examiners to participate in one interview, including two candidates-one examiner, two candidates-two examiners, and three candidates-two examiners. However, the most frequent arrangement is one candidate-one examiner and in this study only the one-to-one combination was considered in order to make for more effective application of the model of dyadic interaction we propose and to facilitate comparison with other studies of dyads.
The data for this study consist of 30 oral interviews, 14 recorded at one testing center in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and a further 16 in centers at Rome and Trieste in Italy.
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Recording equipment was a small tape recorder controlled by the examiner and in full view of the candidate. All tapes were transcribed by native speakers of British English in Cambridge and checked by the authors. Transcripts were coded by the first author and a native speaking research assistant. All examiners in the study were NSs of British English who had experience interacting with students of English and with the FCE oral interview format. The examiners both conduct the interview and score the candidate's performance on six five-point scales of fluency, grammatical accuracy, sentence pronunciation, the pronunciation of individual sounds, interactive communication, and vocabulary resource. The candidate's final score is the sum of the scores on the six separate scales. There were a total of eight examiners involved, of whom five were males and three were females. All examiners conducted at least two interviews, some conducted more.
Candidates in Brazil were all native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, while those in Italy were all native speakers of Italian. Candidates' spoken English proficiency as measured by the FCE oral interview ranged from intermediate to advanced. Seven interviews were conducted between female examiners and female candidates, 5 between female examiners and male candidates, 11 between male examiners and female candidates, and 7 between males. In 12 interviews examiners chose the pack of interaction materials focusing on the general theme of "Learning," 7 interviews focused on the theme of "Having a Good Time," and 11 focused on "Work."
Each interview consisted of a warm-up, three separate tasks, and a closing. The warm-up and closing were not included in the analysis and the data consisted solely of the discourse in the three tasks. These were always performed in the same order and consisted of (a) a discussion based on one or more photographs, which we refer to as the photographs task; (b) a task in w!iich candidates were asked to relate a printed passage to the photographs they had discussed in the photographs task, which we refer to as the passages task; and (c) an activity which involved candidates expressing personal preferences about items in a list of activities related to the theme of the interview. This task we refer to as raqicing activities.
Discourse Variables
In the present study the basic unit of discourse chosen for analysis is topic. Topic, defined as the person or thing about which something is said, is a suitable discourse construct for analyzing contingency and goal orientation in dyadic interactions since it is possible to identify whether one participant continues or terminates a topic introduced by the other participant. Previous empirical studies of topic continuity in spoken discourse (Givón, 1984) and in written discourse (Schneider & Connor, 1990) have developed the theory of topic continuity and have gone to considerable lengths to describe how, in practice, to ident4 coreferential topics in succeeding utterances.
It should be noted, however, that there are several limitations in using topic as the basic unit of analysis. First, clearly, participants do not react solely to what their interlocutors say. They may also react in terms of eye contact, posture, and body positioning vis-A-vis their interlocutor as Argyle and Dean (1965) and Erickson and Shultz (1982) have shown. Similarly, as other analysts of face-to-face interaction such as 3 6 Gumperz (1979) have revealed, parIicipants may also react not only to what their interlocutors say, but to how they say itin particular to the intonation of utterances. A full analysis of contingency in dyadic interactions will therefore have to deal with more dimensions of the interaction than are considered here.
Second, as Brown and Yule (1983) and Givón (1984) have indicated, it is often difficult to say whether a given noun phrase or predicate either does or does not encode the topic of an utterance. Rather, the many constituents of an utterance which are all to a certain extent "given" rather than "new," "topic" rather than "comment" suggest that with topic one is not dealing with an either/or property of discourse but rather a gradable one. Moreover, even if a topic can be identified, what is the scope of the topic? To address these problems, we chose to adapt the topical structure analysis of Schneider and Connor (1990) to spoken data, using the t-unit as the stretch of discourse over which a topic has scope. 
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The discourse variables measured in this study are defined in Figure 2 .4 Given these measures, one can perhaps distinguish the four interactional styles proposed by Jones and Gerard as follows, / symmetrical contingency involves more topic initiations by one party than the other and also greater ratification of topics by one party than the other. If the oral interviews exhibit asymmetrical contingency, then examiners will initiate more topics than candidates, while candidates will ratify more examiner-initiated topics than vice-versa. The distinction between reactive and mutual contingencies in the Jones and Gerard model has to do with the degree of goal orientation involved. Reactive contingency involves fairly low topic persistence whereas mutual contingency involves high topic persistence as both parties pursue their internal goals. Reactiveness is high in both cases. Thus, if the interviews exhibit reactive contingency, we are likely to see a large number of topics ratified by the other party, however topic persistence will be low with neither participant predominating. On the other hand if the interviews exhibit mutual contingency, we are likely to see both high degree of mutual ratification of topic initiations as well as high topic persistence.
On the basis of the above discussion and the previous research into NS-NNS discourse summarized above, the following hypotheses were constructed regarding the structure of discourse in the FCE oral interviews.
HI.
Since the purpose of the oral interview is to elicit a ratable sample of speech front candidates, candidates will talk more than examiners.
H2.
Examiners will dominate the discourse by initiating more topics than candidates.
H3.
Oral interviews will exhibit asymmetrical contingency which will be evident because of greater reactiveness by candidates and greater orientation to goals by examiners. Specifi-
Candidates will ratify a greater proportion of topics initiated by their interlocutor than will examiners.
(b)
The persistence of topics initiated by examiners will be greater than the persistence of topics initiated by candidates.
The Influence of Context Our second rt.:search question concerns the relationship between discourse in oral proficiency interviews and the social context of those interviews, in particular, who the candidates are speaking to, what they are speaking about, and what task they are engaged in. Our hypothes':s are derived from previous findings on variation in phonology, morphology, and syntax in interlanguage speech, which we believe may be equally apparent on the discourse level. We attempt to account for the observed variation in dominance, contingency, and goal-orientation by relating it to the independent contextual factors of interlocutor, theme, task, and gender of participants. Several studies of interlanguage phonology designed within the general framework of speech accommodation theory have found that the learner's interlocutor plays a significant role in conditioning variation in the learner's second language pronunciation. Beebe (1977) and Beebe and Zuengler (1983) attributed this interlocutor effect to ethnic identification between participants. Berkowitz (1989) found a similar effect and attributed it to the degree of cultural empathy between NS and NNS. Se linker and claim to have observed an interlocutor effect in interlanguage discourse in NS-NNS conversations, but this was inseparable in their study from the theme of the conversation. Other studies, however, have cast some doubt on whether accommodation to the speech patterns of an interlocutor is as widespread a phenomenon in other areas of IL as speech accommodation theorists have claimed (Young, 1986 (Young, , 1991 Zuengler, 1991) .
The theme of NS-NNS conversations has been shown to affect learners' pronunciation by Eisenstein and Starbuck (1989) , who attribute the effect to learners' emotional investment in the theme of the conversation. Similarly, learners' expertise on a given theme has been shown to affect IL discourse by Se linker and and by Zuengler (1989a) . Again, however, results in this area are not unequivocal. Smith (1989) , for example, found that learners' comprehensibility was not different when they were speaking on general themes or when they were speaking on themes within their academic major. In the present study, the theme of the FCE oral interviews was identified as one of the three thematic areas of "Learning," "Having a Good Time," and "Work" according to th F! pack of materials chosen by the examiner.
Many previous studies of IL variation have established that task plays an important role in conditioning variation in IL phonology (Beebe, 1980; Dickerson & Dickerson, 1977; Gatbonton, 1978; Sato, 1985; Schmidt, 1977; St Olen, 1987; Weinberger, 1987; Wenk, 1986) . A smaller number of studies have .:stablished a role for task in accounting for variation in IL morphology (Ellis, 1987; Larsen-Freeman, 1975; Tarone, 1985; Tarone & Part ish, 1988) and in the syntax of IL negation (Adamson & Kovac, 1981) .
Finally, one aspect of the interlocutor effect which may exert an influence on IL discourse is gender. The combinations of males and females in the interview clinds were examined to see if there was evidence to support previous findings on the differences in 0 8 theme-related dominance in NS-NNS interactions between males and between females. Four questions regarding these contextual influences on the structure of the discourse were formulated as hypotheses H4-7.
H4.
Dominance, contingency and goal orientation in the discourse of FCE oral interviews (as measured by quantity of talk, number of topic initiations, reactiveness, and topic persistence) will vary according to the examiner.
H5.
Dominance, contingency, and goal orientation in the discourse of oral interviews (as measured by quantity of talk, number of topic initiations, reactiveness, and topic persistence) will vary according to the theme of the interview.
H6. Dominance, contingency, and goal orientation in the discourse of oral interviews (as measured by quantity of talk, number of topic initiations, reactiveness, and topic persistence) will vary according to the task in which examiner and candidate arc engaged.
H7. Dominance, contingency, and goal orientation in the discourse of oral interviews (as measured by quantity of talk, number of topic initiations, reactiveness, and topic petsistence) will vary according to the gender of examiner and candidate.
The analytical procedures for testing the seven hypotheses H1-7 and the results are discussed in the following section.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Simple univariate statistical tests on the distribution of the discourse variables convinced us that the data are not normally distributed. Standard deviations are high in all cases and the range between maximum and minimum values is also large. More systematic tests revealed that the distributions of most variables are positively skewed and sharply peaked. In addition, the data do not represent a random sample of the population. On the basis of these indications, we consider means and standard deviations to be inappropriate in reporting the results. Instead, medians are more appropriate measures of central tendency and nonparainetric procedures based on ranks rather than raw scores are used to investigate relations among variables, as recommended by Hatch and Lazaraton (1991) . Table 1 about here   Table 1 shows the results of four Wilcoxon Rank Sums tests performed to test hypotheses H1-3 regarding differences between examiner and candidate discourse. As Table 1 shows, the median quantity of talk by candidates in any one task was 21 t-units, almost twice the median amount of talk by examiners (12.5 t-units). This difference is as predicted by hypothesis H1 and is highly significant (p=.0001). However, the median number of topics initiated by the examiner and by the candidate did not differ significantly. Thus hypothesis H2, which predicted that examiners will control the discourse through more topic initiations, is not supported.
Dominance by the examiner is noticeable, however, in the degree of reactiveness of candidate and examiner to each other's topic initiations. Examiners ratified a median of only 33% of topics initiated by the candidate, while candidates' ratified twice as many (67%) topics initiated by the examiner. This is the difference predicted by hypothesis 9 H3(:.) and is highly significant (p=.0001). With regard to the degree to which either party is oriented to internal goals, which we have measured by the persistence of topics they initiate, results show a small but nonetheless significant difference (pre-.0116). The median persistence of topics initiated by candidates was 4 t-units, while the median persistence of topics initiated by examiners was 4.5 t-units. This is the difference predicted by hypothesis H3(b). Taken together, these two results show that FCE oral interview discourse is indeed characterized by asymmetrical contingency. Howtwer the asymmetry lies primarily in the degree to which the examiner and candidate react to topics initiated by each other and, to a lesser extent, in the degree to which the examiner is more goal-oriented than the candidate. Table 2 shows the median scores for the eight discourse variables related to the examiner in the interview together with results of Kruskal-Wallis tests performed on each variable in order to investigate the relations between examiner and discourse predicted by hypothesis H4. Results show that the examiner does not significantly influence the amount of talk, the number of topics initiated by either party, nor the persistence of topics in the discourse. Examiners do not vary in their reactivit, o candidates' topic initiations; however, as the RET column of Table 2 shows, candidates do vary significantly in the proportion of topics they ratify from different examiners (p=.0028).
Further analysis of the candidate's reactiveness to examiner-initiated topics (RET) was carried out by means of Ryan's procedure (Linton & Gallo, 1975) in order to identify which examiners caused greater reactiveness among candidates.' Ryan's procedure locates the significant differences among specific pairs of medians when a Kruskal-Wallis test has shown a variable with three or more levels to contribute significantly to variation in the dependent variable. In the case of RET related to examiner, Ryan's procedure did not find any significant differences among the reactiveness of candidates with different individual examiners.
In order to evaluate the strength of the association between examiner and topic ratifications by the candidate, an i2 test of association was performed (Hatch & Lazaraton, 1991) . This test showed that only 24% of the variation in candidates' reactiveness can be accounted for by the examiner. There are thus clearly other, as yet unidentified, factors at work in influencing the reactiveness of candidates to examiners' topic initiations and we would be wise not to overestimate the role played by the examiner. Table 3 about here   1 2 Table 3 shows results of the investigation of the relationship between interview discourse and the theme of the interview predicted by hypothesis H6. The investigation of hypotheses H5-7 was carried out in a similar way to that reported for hypothesis H4. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 report median values of the discourse variables and the results of Kruskal-Wallis tests in a similar way to Table 2 . Table 3 shows that the theme of the interview, as determined by the choice of the interaction pack, had a significant effect on only one discourse variablethe persistence of topics initiated by the examiner. Analysis of the difference among medians by Ryan's procedure shows that the theme of "Work" produced significantly longer topics than the theme of "Learning" (p<.05) but that the length of examiner-initiated topics in interviews on the theme of "Having a Good Time" did not difftr significantly from interviews on either of the other two themes. The median persistence of examiner-initiated topics in interviews on the theme of "Work" was 6 t-units, while the median persistence of examiner-initiated topics in interviews on the theme of "Having a Good Time" was 4.5 tunits and "Learning" was 4 t-units. However, an 12 value of 10% shows that there is a weak association between theme and topic persistence and that other factors must also be influencing the variation. Table 4 about here The influence of task on the discourse is shown in Table 4 . Task appears to have the strongest effect of any of the contextual variables considered and its effect is most apparent in the measures of dominance. The quantity of talk from both examiner and candidate, the number of topics initiated by both parties, and the persistence of topics initiated by the candidate are all affected by the task.in which examiner and candidate are engaged, as predicted by hypothesis H6. However, no significant relationship exists between task and the two measures of contingency, nor the persistence of topics initiated by the examiner. The results of Ryan's procedure to locate the differences among medians show that on the measures of quantity and topic initiations, all three tasks differed significantly from each other (p<.05), with the ranking activities producing the greatest quantity of talk and the greatest number of topic initiations; the photographs task producing the least; and the passages task producing an amount intermediate between the other two. As far as the persistence of topics initiated by the candidate is concerned, the photographs task produced significantly longer topics (a median of 5 tunits) than the other two. There was no significant difference in the persistence of candidate-initiated topics produced by the ranking activities or the passages task.
Tests of association by means of the 12 statistic between task and the five discourse variables on which it exerted a significant effect show a moderate to strong association with quantity of examiner and candidate talk (50% and 57% respectively), a weaker association with the number of examiner and candidate topic initiations (35% and 42% respectively), and a weak association with the persistence of candidate-initiated topics (21%). J should be recalled at this point that in the format of the interview, the three tasks always occurred in the same order within one interview, namely, first photographs, second passages, and last ranking activities. It is thus impossible to separate the effect of task from a serial effect. It may well be that by the third task, the candidate and examiner are more relaxed than they were in the early stages of the interview and are thus able to speak more freely and initiate more topics than in the previous tasks. Without further studies in which the tasks are presented in random order, it is not possible to say whether the manifestly different discourse produced on the three tasks is due to the nature of the tasks themselves or to a serial effect or, as is most likely, to a combination of the two. Table 5 about here Finally, we turn to the effect of the gender of the participants on the interview discourse predicted by hypothesis H7. Table 5 shows that the gender of examiner and candidate significantly affect two aspects of the discoursethe persistence of examinerinitiated topics (p=.0036) and their ratification by the candidate (p=.0008). Gender did , not significantly affect quantity or number of topic initiations from either party, neither did it affect the persistence of candidate-initiated topics nor their ratification by the examiner.
Investigating now the differences among medians, Ryan's procedure shows that interviews between women produce significantly more reactiveness by candidates (82%) than interviews between male examiners and female candidates (64%) (p<.05). Interviews between female examiners and male candidates and those between two men did not differ significantly from the other gender combinations on this variable. As regards the persistence of examiner-initiated topics, again the interviews between women produced significantly longer topics (a median of 6.2 t-units) than interviews between a male examiner and a female candidate (4 t-units) or between two men (3.7 t-units) (p<.05). The persistence of topics initiated by a female examiner in interviews with a male candidate did not differ significantly from that produced by the other gender pairings. However, 12 tests of association reveal that only 15% of the variance in the reactiveness of candidates and 19% of the variance in the persistence of examinerinitiated topics is attributable to gender. Other factors in addition to gender are clearly at work here. The significance of these results will be discussed in the remaining sections.
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DISCUSSION
These results highlight several interesting features of NS-NNS interactions in oral proficiency interviews. First of all, the analysis confirms what scholars had predicted about interview discourse. The NS examiner and NNS candidate make radically different contributions to the discourse. The degree to which the examiner exercises control over the discourse is apparent from the much greater reactiueness of candidates to examiners' topic initiations than vice versa, and from the slightly longer persistence of examinerinitiated topics. The discourse we observe in these interviews shows evidence of greater goal orientation by one party and much greater reactiveness by the other party. It thus clearly exemplifies the style that Jones and Gerard have called asymmetrical contingency.
However, when we look at the measures of dominamequantity of talk and number of topic initiationsthe data appear to suggest that the candidate dominates the interview sinct the candidate talks about twice as much as the examiner, while there is no significant difference between the number of topics initiated by either party. These measures of dominance do not capture the underlying control over the right to speak since apparently the candidate has the right to speak more than the examiner. However, the results for reactiveness and persistence show that, nonetheless, this right is limited by the examiner. According to the rules of the interview, the examiner gives the floor to the candidate most of the time but still controls what is spoken about and is able to take or withhold the floor at any time. The greater reactiveness of the candidate is evidence that this control over the discourse is accepted. And thus, perhaps, in the context of these interviews it is more appropriate to talk of a candidate's obligation (rather than right) to speak.
Jones and Gerard and van Lier claim that conversation involves more balanced reactiveness by both parties to each other's topic initiations, and McLaughlin (1984) defines conversation as "relatively informal social interaction in which the roles of speaker and hearer are exchanged in a nonautomatic fashion under the collaborative management of both parties" (p. 271). However, since this is the first study to operationalize this model, we still lack an analysis of baseline NS-NNS conversational data which would allow us to make a true comparison. A particular strength of the contingency model has been in demonstrating that dominance in these interviews is not simply reflected by the relative amount of talk by participants nor by the relative numbers of topic initiations, as several earlier studies of dominance had claimed. Instead, dominance can be seen in these interviews in the degree of reactiveness of the candidate to the examiner's initiations, but not vice versa.
If we turn our attention now to the contextual factors which affect the structure of the discourse, we see that different contextual factors affect participants differently and this may be accounted for by participants' different roles in the interview. We will first consider which contextual factors affect only candidate discourse; we will then go on to consider which contextual factors affect only examiner discourse; finally, we will consider which contextual factors affect both candidate and examiner equally.
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Contextual Influences on the Candidate The reactiveness of the NNS candidate to topics initiated by the NS examiner appears from Tables 2 and to be related to certain individual differences among examiners. Female candidates are more reactive to topics initiated by female examiners and all candidates appear to vary in the degree to which they ratify topics initiated by different examiners. There is probably some interaction between candiadtes' reactiveness due to examiner and that due to gender here since examiners 11, E, and F, who induced the most reactiveness from candidates, are all female, while examiners A, 13, G, C, and D are male and they induced the least reactiveness. However, other individual differences between examiners may be relevant here such as age, empathy, and other characteristics which lead to greater solidarity between examiner and candidate. These characteristics were not measured in this study
The persistence of topics initiated by the NNS candidate appears to be due to task. The photographs task and the ranking activities produce candidate-initiated topics which persist about twice as long as topics initiated by the candidate in the passages task. What makes the passages task so different from the other two? This task involves the candidate matching a written text with a photograph and is unique in certain respects since it does not allow for a negotiated outcome (Rulon & McCreary, 1986; Young, 1984 Young, , 1988 ). In the passages task there is only one right answer and this is known in advance to the examinerthe correct match of text and photograph. The examiners' topic initiations in the passages task are thus display questions while in the other two tasks in the interview the examiners pose very few display questions.' In the other two tasks there are r.o predetermined outcomes and candidates are thus able to negotiate the outcome with examiners. Previous research on ESL classroom discourse by Brock (1986) has shown that students' responses to teachers' display Auestions are significantly shorter than responses to referential questions and a similar effect is clearly visible in the present results.
Contextual Influences on the Examiner
The examiner's contribution to the discourse appears to be affected by contextual factors in ways different from the candidate. The examiner's degree of reactiveness is not affected by any contextual factors. However, the goal orientation of the examiner appears to be affected by gender as well as by the theme of the interview. The effect of gender on examiner topic persistence may be related to the reactiveness of the candidate, since both the persistence of examiner-initiated topics and candidates' reactiveness to them are significantly higher only in interviews between women. Since topic persistence is counted across turns by both participants, it will be higher if one participant ratifies the topics introduced by the other as appears to be the case here. On the other hand, if an examiner-initiated topic is not ratified by the candidate the topic dies and topic persistence will have a value approaching unity. Thus greater reactiveness by the candidate produces longer topics initiated by the examiner.
The theme of "Work" produces significantly longer examiner topics than the theme of "Learning." This thematically related difference in the discourse may be due to the fact that the candidates in the interviews were mostly young adults, many of whom 1 6 14 were looking forward to graduating soon from college or university. A favorite set of topics for discussion in many interviews with these candidates centered on their future plans for a career after graduating. Examiners often initiated topics in this area by asking candidates to talk about their career plans. Such topics persisted in the discourse because candidates had a lot of ideas and opinions about the subject. The emotional investment of the candidates in the theme of work at this particular stage in their lives may explain the link between theme and topic persistence. As has been mentioned above, previous studies have shown a relationship between a NNS's expertise on a given theme or emotional investment in the theme and the structure of NS-NNS interactions. The present study did not measure independently candidates' expertise or emotional investment in the three theme.. and we are thus only able to speculate on the reasons for the apparent effect of theme on the discourse. We look forward to further studies of oral proficiency interviews which investigate this relationship in greater detail.
Contextual Influences on the Discourse as a Whole
Of all the contextual factors that were investigated, task exerts the strongest influence on the structure of the discourse in these interviews. A great deal of the variance in the quantity of talk from both parties is due to task. Variance in the.number of topic' initiations by both parties is also influenced to a significant degree by task, albeit less so than with quantity. Moreover, the influence of each of the three tasks is significantly different one from the other, with the ranking activities producing the greatest quantity of talk and number of topic initiations, the passages task producing the least, and the photographs task producing an amount intermediate between the other two. We have already discussed the possible reasons why the passages task stands out as producing the shortest topics and the results for quantity and topic initiations may be explained in the same way. The passages task does not allow candidates to negotiate the outcome of the task and results in display questions from the examiner. Both these factors combine to create very short interactions.
However, what causes the greater quantity and higher number of topic initiations on the ranking activities in comparison to the photographs task? We believe these results are due both to a serial effect and to the nature of the ranking activities task. The ranking activities are the last task in the interview and the photographs task is the first task. As we have suggested above, by the later stages of the interview examiner and candidate may be more relaxed in each other's company and this may lead both parties to speak more freely and at greater length. In addition, the ranking activity is the only one in which candidates are asked to talk about their own beliefs and their own experiences. While this may also happen to a certain degree in discussing the photographs, that task and the passages task center primarily on the discussion of items which are elicked by the interaction pack materials which candidates have never seen before the interview. In the third activity, therefore, candidates may simply have more to talk about than in the other two and this is reflected in the higher values for quantity and topic initiations on this task.
Finally, it should be noted that task, while exerting a strong influence on the quantity of talk and the number of topic initiations by both parties as well as on the 17 15 persistence of candidate-initiated topics, does not exert a significant effect on the reactiveness of either the candidate or the examiner. This suggests an interesting distinction between, on the one hand, personal contextual variables such as gender and other individual differences among examiners and, on the other hand, situationallyrelated contextual variables such as task and theme. Discourse in these interviews is mediated by permanent personal characteristics of examiners and candidates such as gender, and by temporary situational factors such as task and theme. The reactiveness of a candidate in ratifying topics initiated by the examiner depends on who the candidate is speaking to, while the quantity of candidate talk, the number of topics initiated by the candidate and their persistence depends on situational factors not related to the person to whom she or he is speaking. In other words, reactiveness appears to be interpersonal, while the other features of the discourse appear to be situational in origin.'
CONCLUSIONS
This study is principally exploratory and descriptive. There are, to our knowledge, remarkably few descriptive linguistic studies of discourse in oral proficiency interviews.' Given our present limited knowledge of oral interview discourse, this study is also limited in a number of ways. First, it describes only one oral proficiency.interview formatthe Cambridge FCEand conclusions from this study may not be applicable to other interview formats. Second, the study is descriptive rather than experimental since we simply took a non-random sample of existing interviews to study and we have no knowledge of several of the potentially relevant variables in the study, such as learners' expertise or emotional investment in the theme of the interview, examiners' empathy or age, or the potential confound between task and a serial effect. Results from the study should therefore be treated as suggestive rather than conclusive. Finally, although the contingency model of dyadic interaction has very effectively summarized the overall structure of the discourse, it is nonetheless a static rather than a dynamic description. That is to say, it does not reveal the process by which discourse is created through interaction but only gives us a snapshot of the product of that process. We need to go into much greater detail in describing the nature of contingency as it exists between each set of turns in order to understand how discourse is created.
We believe the strengths of the study lie in describing the discourse of oral proficiency interviews in terms of a general model of dyadic interaction because in so doing we have illuminated some important properties of the discourse. Dominance in these dyadic interactions.is not simply a question of speaking more or of initiating more topics but has to do rather with the goal orientation of the examiner and the reactiveness of the candidate. Domina: ;e is also evident in the asymmetry of the interaction: the examiner is far less reactive than the candidate and the candidate appears a little less goal-oriented than the examiner. We may assume, following Jones and Gerard and van Lier, that this kind of discourse is a unique product of the interview situation. Conversations, as defined by McLaughlin (1984) and van Lier (1989) involving NNSs in non-testing situations, may be very different in structure from the discourse of oral proficiency interviews. If this is the case, then van Lier's (1989) witty characterization of the peculiarities of oral interview discourse as "reeling, writhing, drawling, stretching, and if 8 fainting in coils" (p. 489) is apt indeed The oral proficiency interviews that we have examined here bear very little resemblance to the collaborative management of talk by both parties that we believe to be the structure of non-testing conversations. The interviews often fail to elicit discourse from NNS candidates such as maintaining a topic over a large number of turns that we may want to consider in assessing oral proficiency. At the same time, the interviews often confront candidates with situations such as having to respond to rapidly shifting topics initiated by the NS, which under other circumstances we may consider of little relevance in the assessment of oral proficiency.
We have also seen that there exists significant variation in the discourse. We attribute this variation to the effect of the examiner, the task, the theme of the interview, and the gender of the participants. Since task appears to contribute most to the structure of the discourse, it is probably a good idea that the FCE interviews sample candidates' performance over a range of three different tasks. Still, task is not all. There are some interpersonal features of the candidate's discourse such as reactiveness which appear to tx unaffected by task but sensitive instead to the learner's interlocutor. Gender appears to play a role in this, but it would be worthwhile to conduct further investigations into examiners' interactional styles to see what other factors cause greater or lesser reactiveness among candidates.
Yet, for all this detailed description of interview discourse and the variation within it, we still do not know whether any of this makes a difference to the examiner's assessment of the learner's oral proficiency. Now that we have a working model of interview discourse which both describes and explains important aspects of the linguistic interaction, we are in a good position to see whether variations in the discourse affect examiners' judgments. We anticipate that further research along these lines will help us to understand what native speakers react to when they judge the oral proficiency of a learner of their language and, most interestingly, the nature of oral proficiency itself.
NOTES
1.For the sake of terminological clarity we wish to distinguish between two senses of the term "topic." Unfortunately, conventional definitions of topic as "what is talked about" (Richards, Platt, & Weber, 1985) do not spec4 the stretch of utterance to which a topic applies and this has led to considerable terminological confusion over what is already a difficult term to define and use. In this paper we will continue to use the term "topic" to refer to what is talked about in one t-unit or clause. We will, however, use the term "theme" to refer to what is talked about in a longer stretch of discourse such as one of the interviews. Thus we will refer to "this picture" as the topic of the utterance "Tell me about this picture," while we will refer to "Learning," "Having a Good Time," or "Work" as the theme of the interviews discussed below. Topic, as used in this paper, thus corresponds loosely to the sentential topic described by Brown and Yule (1983) , while theme corresponds loosely to what Brown and Yule call the title of a stretch of discourse.
2. We use the term "oral proficiency interview" in this paper in its generic sense to mean an interview format designed to measure spoken ability in a second language. We are aware, however, that in some circles the term has acquired the more restrictive meaning of an interview test which uses the functionally-based language rating scales designed by the Interagency Language Roundtable (Lowe, 1982) and widely disseminated in the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1986). The oral proficiency interview described in this paper differs in several important respects from the ILR/ACITL format.
3.Jones and Gerard use the term "planning" to refer to the degree to which each participant in an interaction attempts to achieve his or her own goals. Planning is a term which has become widely used in second language acquisition in the sense in which it was used by Ochs (1979) to refer to forethought and organizational preparation in advance of speech. While planning in Ochs' sense surely coincides with the goal orientation of the Jones and Gerard model, goal-orientation in interaction does not necessarily imply forethought and advance preparation. Thus, to avoid possible confusion, "goalorientation" will be used.in this paper to refer to what Jones and Gerard have called "planning." 4.0ur research questions are (a) which participant in the interviewsexaminer or candidateis more dominant, reactive, or goal oriented; and (b) how much of the variance in dominance, reactiveness, and goal orientation can be attributed to the contextual factors of interlocutor, theme, task, and gender. For the p. doses of statistical analyses which are congruent with these research questions, dominance, contingency, and goal orientation are measured on interval scales. The units of the scales are t-units in the case of quantity and persistence of topics, and topics in the case of topic initiation. Ratification of topics is measured on a ratio scale. That is to say, our variables are not tunits or topics, the measurement of which would be more appropriately done on a scale of frequency. 20 5.Ryan's procedure is a nonpararnetric test for locating differences among Iedians. It is analogous to the Scheffé multiple-range test for means found to be significant by parametric analysis of variance. See Hatch and Lazaraton (1991, pp. 337-340). 6.Question prompts are used by examiners in all stages of the interviews and are much more frequent in all tasks than prompts in which the examiner simply requests the candidate to talk about X. Therefore, the faster decay of topics in the passages task does not appear to be due to the examiner using a question prompt in this task rather than a "talk about X" prompt. Rather, the discourse function of the question prompts in the passages task differs from that of question prompts during the other two tasks. In the passages task, the question seeks to elicit information that is already known to the examiner, while in the other two tasks the examiner's questions are more often genuinely information-seeking.
7.The distinction between interpersonal and situational causes of discourse variation in these interviews suggests ways in which the reliability of the interviews as measures of oral proficiency may be improved by eliciting similar discourse across different examiners and tasks. Training of examiners specifically directed toward encouraging candivate reactiveness is likely to be an effective way of increasing reliability. Equally, careful design of the tasks to be performed in the interview and choice of themes for the thematically-based interaction packs may result in greater standardization of both quantity of talk and topic initiations by both parties. 8.Recent work by researchers such as Lazaraton (1991) and Yoshida (1991) working within theoretical frameworks different from the one presented here promises to greatly increase our understanding of the discourse of oral proficiency interviews. Styles of dyadic discourse related to contingency and orientation of speakers to internal goals. Based on Jones & Gerard (1967, p. 507) .
Measures of dominance
Examiner Quantity (EQ): Quantity (jn t-units) of the examiner's talk during one task. Candidate Quantity (CQ): Quantity (in t-units) of the candidate's talk during one task.
Measures of dominance and contingency
Examiner Topic Initiations (ET): Number of topics initiated by the examiner during one task.
Candidate Topic Initiations (CT): Number of topics initiated by the candidate during one task.
Measures of contingency
Ratification by Candidate of Examiner-initiated Topics ( Figure 1 . Styles of dyadic discourse related to contingency and orientation of speakers to internal goals. Based on Jones & Gerard (1967, p. 507 Significance level set at a=.05; df=7. Kruskal-Wallis statistics were computed on Wilcoxon Scores (rank sums). Median scores are shown in Tables 2-5 rather than rank sums because they are more informative.
3/ Significance level set at a=.05; df=2. Kruskal-Wallis statistics were computed on Wilcoxon Scores (rank sums). Tables 2-5 rather than rank sums because they are more informative. Significance level set at a=.05; df=2. Kruskal-Wallis statistics were computed on Wilcoxon Scores (rank sums). 
